
Minutes & Actions 

CSPR Aug 11, 2015 

MIC 3 9:00 –955 PM 

 

Agenda 

Topic 1: EP Management 

 Brady informed us that there are 123 participants, and 103 of these participants have successfully 

enrolled. The pilot is going well and is expected to continue until October 31st. If there are issues the 

pilot folks can annotate the log in SharePoint or email Brady directly. Chris B. had an unexpected issue 

with defrag and Regina H had an issue with the deletion of a desktop icon.  

Topic 2: ITCD Service Brochure Update 

 Mary informed us the Brochures have been updated and each IT POC should have received a 

bundle on their desk. The pdf files will be posted and a link sent out to the IT POC community. 

 

GO DO #1: Mary to post and send link to the pdf files.  

  

Topic 3: CTC Update  

 Leslie let us know about the latest updates to the schedule. Mary reminded us that is an off cycle 

session is needed just call the CTC at x-1111 and it can be arranged.  

GO DO #2: Mary will look into providing training/assistance for mobile devices.  

Topic 4: CSSC Update  

 Barbara Bullock gave a vivid presentation of the many wonderful multimedia options available 

at the CSSC. If you can dream it they can make it. Be sure to book early if you have a specific time 

frame in mind for a display in the lobby or the great hall. The designers that did the great projects 

displayed are still here so be sure to use them.  

Topic 5: Telecommunication Upgrades 

 Jabber is being installed across HQ now, the completion is at 70% and is expected to grow to 

over 90% soon. Web Inbox and CCM will be installed after server upgrades are complete. There are 

questions on what browsers work with the CCM, Forood said it is in work with Cisco. More information 

will be sent out as the project progresses. Dennis G. reminded us that the technology today comes fast 

and furious and it is mainly up to the vendors to keep up with the changes. Oftentimes there is a lag time 

in between one vendor upgrade and the other vendor catching up. 
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Topic 6: ACES Updates 

 The ACES update started with a question on the status of MDM. Dennis G informed us that the 

MDM project is on hold right now as the Agency reviews the issues. It is still expected to be redeployed 

in the near future.  

During the presentation of the charts it was noted that the walk up service slide had a week of zeroes. 

This doesn’t seem correct since Duc never takes time off.  

GO DO #3: John and Phyllis to review the slide for walk up service. (STATUS: CLOSED. There was a 

delay in posting the numbers to the executive summary at the time the slides were built. The updated 

slides will be posted to the CSPR web site.) 

During the discussion on computer refreshes it was asked what tablets came with Win 8 and then it was 

noted that one system, the Dell Venue tablet has Windows 8. Chris B asked if training was available for 

Win 8.  

GO DO #4: Mary S will check into a need for Win 8 training. 

Monica B. asked if there was a list of eligible refreshes. The IT04 is a good reference, as is the ability 

for users to look in Tier 0 for their own date. Once the process kicks off in November the list will be 

automatically generated and will follow the same process as the mobile device list does now, giving the 

IT POC’s the chance to intervene on any changes. 

The refresh process will be automated much like the mobile device refresh is now. If a computer has a 

doc station, it will be refreshes with one unless the user chooses to remove it from the selection. 

Monitors, keyboards, mice, etc. will not be changed unless they are not functioning.  

There will be a like to unlike refresh as well that will follow much of the same process as the mobile 

devices and will involve a ticket. More information will be forthcoming on it.  

Chris B asked what the cost difference is when going from an S seat to an M seat. Since there are so 

many variables this may not be an easy question to answer. Dennis will take a look and determine the 

LOE required to get an answer.  

GO DO #5: Dennis G to determine the LOE involved in getting an answer for HEO on S to M seat cost.  

 

OPEN DISCUSSION: 
 

Jerry asked if users were required to take any action for the WebEx update coming out on the 14th. Mary 

will find out details and find out when ACES is sending out more information.  

GO DO #6: Mary to find out details on Web Ex user requirements. (STATUS CLOSED: ACES IT 

Notice sent to users 11 August) 
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Chris B asked if there is a list of deactivated tokens so HEO can decide who they will reactivate since 

there are HEO users that use their token for Mission Directorate and Agency level applications and 

cannot function without them at this time. Dennis will work with Jeff A. to make a list available to the 

IT POC’s.  

GO DO #7: Dennis G and Jeff A to provide a list of deactivated tokens to the IT POCs. 

Several folks asked about the list of questions and answers from the IT POC focus session on IT 

Security. The list is still in work and should be out soon. Mary said it is nearing completion.  

GO DO #8: Dennis and Mary will ensure the list of IT Security Q&A’s from the focus meeting are 

distributed in a timely manner.  

Susie explained how some of the directions were unclear in the previous message and her organization 

was not sure what they could and could not do. She asked if more directions could be distributed that 

were crystal clear and in plain language so her users would understand the limitations. OPM is also 

expected to release additional guidance within the week.  

GO DO #9: Dennis and Mary will distribute more information on the IT Security guidelines and ensure 

it is in plain language.  

Bill Loewy asked about the contractor computers and phones and how they are to be managed. 

Computers must have the IT Security Plan completed and have the plan and ATO on file with NASA in 

order to receive VPN information. Mobile devices should have active sync installed on them in order to 

process or store NASA data. If a contractor or another individual needs VPN, the need to put in a 

NAMS request and include the IT Security Plan number for the machine.  

Another grey area that Jerry brought up was the fact that numerous committees such as the NAC, only 

have NOMAD accounts and not ACES or other ‘NASA Approved’ devices in which to check their 

email, so they use OWA on a regular basis. How will this new guidance affect them? That is yet to be 

determined.  

Bill Lowey thanked Elaine for a great job on keeping CSPR on topic and on time, and asked if she could 

take over CSPR. Several others concurred. 
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GO DOS: 

GO DO #1: Mary to post and send link to the pdf files.  

GO DO #2: Mary will look into providing training/assistance for mobile devices.  

GO DO #3: John and Phyllis to review the slide for walk up service. (STATUS: CLOSED. There was a 

delay in posting the numbers to the executive summary at the time the slides were built. The updated 

slides will be posted to the CSPR web site.) 

GO DO #4: Mary S will check into a need for Win 8 training. 

GO DO #5: Dennis G to determine the LOE involved in getting an answer for HEO on S to M seat cost.  

GO DO #6: Mary to find out details on Web Ex user requirements. (STATUS CLOSED: ACES IT 

Notice sent to users 11 August) 

GO DO #7: Dennis G and Jeff A to provide a list of deactivated tokens to the IT POCs. 

GO DO #8: Dennis and Mary will ensure the list of IT Security Q&A’s from the focus meeting are 

distributed in a timely manner.  

GO DO #9: Dennis and Mary will distribute more information on the IT Security guidelines and ensure 

it is in plain language.  

 

 

Action Items 

1) Item number 2015.01.ITCD.01 - Determine the most efficient and effective way to upgrade Adobe 

products. Provide details of subscription vs outright purchase, costs, and transferability of licenses for 

each vehicle (APC, NSSC/PCMall). Determine if and how licenses purchased from APC are 

maintained by the Software Library or by ACES. (Stan Artis/Dennis Groth – Target Date February 

10, 2015) 

a. The licensing and definition of maintenance only for software purchased via the APC was 

provided in the minutes of the November CSPR.  

b. Remaining details are open and will be researched and provided by ITCD. 

c. Dennis has taken responsibility for this action as of the March CSPR. 

d. April-August CSPR – Still in work 

e. Open-Stan is awaiting further info on the pricing of the software. It is not only an issue 

at HQ but across the agency. It is hoped that the info is available by the next CSPR. The 

current options remain valid.  

 


